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Abstract 

The problem of designing routes for vehicles that should supply different 

customers with defined locations and specific demand from a single or various depots 

is known as the vehicle routing problem. The main objective in this case is 

minimizing the total cost of delivery or maximizing the profit while taking into 

consideration some constraints that vary from a case to another. In this paper I am 

going to define this problem, present a mathematical model to describe it, talk about 

the existing solutions to solve it, and use different tools to solve a real VRP of a 

company in tangier. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Operational research is a discipline that aims at solving decision making or 

optimization problems using mathematical and computer tools. It was developed in 

Great Britain during the Second World War, when the army decided to use scientific 

methods to study various aspects of military operations. It was then extended to other 

fields such as industry, transport and finance. The vehicle routing problem is a 

combinatorial optimization problem that fits in the transportation category and that 

aims at generating an optimal tour for a set of vehicles in order to meet customer’s 

demand while respecting some constraints.  

The purpose of this capstone is to take a real case routing problem and solve it. 

The first part of the report will include a literature review section where I define the 

vehicle routing problem, give its formulation, and present the different solution 

approaches used to solve it. The second part will contain different tools used to solve 

the given situation of Virmousil, which is a company located in Tangier. The tools I 

used are: Google Maps, Matlab, Excel, and Optimap. In the last part, I will present the 

different solutions, compare them, and try to suggest to the company which tool is 

better to use. I will conclude the report by talking about the future work that can be 

done about the topic, or more specifically, about our case. 

The report will also include a STEEPLE analysis part that will show the 

impact that this project will have on various fields. 
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2. Steeple Analysis 

The Steeple analysis is a very important part in any project since it enables us 

to see the impact that our project will have on many aspects and fields. Steeple has 

seven dimensions: Social, technological, environmental, economic, political, legal, 

and ethical.  

Concerning the Social dimension, there is no significant impact on the society 

or culture, however, by optimizing the routes, the model will enhance both customers 

and drivers time. As for the technological factor, the model that will be suggested can 

be generalized and used for many cases in various areas since it is going to improve 

the responsiveness and efficiency of the vehicles used, moreover it is going to 

constitute a great technical network that can lead to the improvement of the logistics 

of the company or any concerned part. On the other hand, when we approach it from 

an economical view, since the project is an optimization problematic, it will with no 

doubt generate financial benefits that will result from the minimization of the costs or 

other variables, which is considered as the main objective of the different algorithms. 

Moving to the environmental factor, the project is with no doubt very beneficial. As 

stated before, the main point is to optimize the vehicle route, this will not only reduce 

the costs and other variables, but it will also reduce the total vehicle movement that 

will reduce the total CO2 emission, thing that can only positively impact the 

environment. Politically and legally speaking, the only concern will be the respect of 

government regulations that concern the transportation capacity, and also the legal 

restrictions regarding speed limits that the drivers are obliged to respect. Last but not 

least, the ethical dimension is with no doubt a very important part since by 

implementing and following the model, all the concerned parts will be ethically 

responsible by willing not only to reduce the costs but also vehicle emissions. 
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3. Vehicle Routing Problem 

3.1.Definition 

Since Dantzig and Ramser first suggested it, the vehicle routing problem 

started arousing the interest of many researchers due to its difficulty and practicality 

[1]. The VRP constitutes a generic name that is given to an entire set of problems 

implicating the visiting of several “customers” by a given number of “vehicles” from 

a single or various depots [2]. Its main objective is to find an optimal path for each 

vehicle while minimize the total cost and considering the given constraints. Therefore, 

the major components of the vehicle routing problem are depots, vehicles, customers, 

road network, and drivers [1]. The different combinations and situations of these 

components can generate many variations of the VRP, before presenting the different 

variants of the VRP I am going to briefly define and characterize its main 

components:  

§ Depots: A depot is considered as being the starting and finishing point of any 

VRP. There are some situations where we can have more than one depot. 

§ Customers: The main goal of the VRP is to satisfy its customers’ demands. 

These customers are located around the depot and can have either stochastic or 

definitive demand.  

§ Vehicles: In each VRP, there are a specified number of vehicles that can have 

a maximum traveling time, a specified maximum time, a cost, or capacity.   

§ Routes: Are the different paths that the vehicle takes in order to serve the 

customers. These routes can have different cost and travel time, and can either 

be one-or two-way.  
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Moving to the vehicle routing problem variants, I can only list some of them 

since new variants always appear based on the real-world needs:  

§ The “basic” vehicle routing problem (VRP): In this case, the only       

difference with the TSP (travelling sales-man problem) is the fact that we have 

more than one vehicle available. The following figure represents an example 

of a VRP with 20 customers, and 4 vehicles [3].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	

Figure 1: VRP Illustration 

 

 

 

§ Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP): This is the most studied version of 

the VRP sets. A fleet of vehicles that are based in a depot, and that have a limited 

capacity, must ensure tours between several customers (or cities) to satisfy their 

specified demand. Each customer must be served at least once, and every tour 
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should start and end at the depot.  The objective of the CVRP is to minimize the 

total cost, while respecting the given vehicle capacities in every single tour [3]. 

§ Distance constrained Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP): In this case, the vehicles 

have a constraint that results from their autonomy which implies that the total 

distance travelled shouldn’t exceed a pre-determined distance, and that any 

possible subtours that might be generated in the solution. 

§ Vehicle routing Problem with Time-Windows (VRPTW): In this variation of the 

vehicle routing problem, each client has a time window during which its demand 

should be fulfilled, the objective here is to minimize the number of vehicles and 

the total distance while respecting the time-window constraint [4]. 

 

These are not the only variants of the vehicle routing problem. There are many 

other ones that are used in various fields such as the VRPSD (VRP with stochastic 

demands), the VRPSTT (VRP with stochastic travel times)…  

 

          4.2. Formulation 

Before formulating the algorithm, it is necessary to present its main parts and 

variables.  

§ G = (V, A) is a graph with V = [1…n] a set of vertices representing different 

stations in our case, and n=1 representing the depot. Adding to this, A is the set of 

arcs where every arc is related to a distance matrix that should be non-negative 

[5].  

§ m= The number of available vehicles that can be limited in some cases. 
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In order to formulate and solve vehicle routing problems there are many possible 

algorithms that vary from Exact to heuristics [5]. In our case, I am only going to use 

the Exact algorithms formulation that you can see in the screenshot below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: VRP formulation 

The objective function can be either minimizing the total cost or distance of a 

specific route. I will elaborate the constraints part in the following sections 

 

4.3. Solution Approaches  

 There are many solution approaches to the VRP that can be categorized as 

either exact or inexact methods. The exact solutions are sometimes impossible to 

implement in some cases and we can give as example dynamic programming, which 

is a very commonly used approach. On the other hand, inexact methods are more 

doable and give a solution that may be not optimal but that is very close to the optimal 

solution. Inexact methods can be divided into two main groups that are heuristics 

(Savings algorithms, Cluster first, route second…) and Metaheuristics (And 

algorithm, genetic algorithm, tabu search…) [6] 
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4. Approach to solve the problem: Virmousil Maroc. 

  

4.1.Data gathering and clustering  

Virmousil Maroc is a subcontracting company that was created in 2004 to 

meet the needs of the market in the car and trucks components industry. The 

components manufactured by Virmousil vary from wiring harness, wipers systems to 

cabin airlock system. It is located in Tangier free zone, which is a strategic 

geographical location not only because it is close to the airport of Tangier, but also 

because it is only 15 Km far from the south of Europe [7]. 

Virmousil is located 10 Km from the center of Tangier’s city, which is not that 

far, however, with a total of about 1000 employees, it is necessary for the company to 

offer transportation services [8]. Currently, the transportation system works on a shift 

basis with 5 different timings (6 a.m., 8 a.m., 2 p.m.…) each having different stations 

and demands. In order to conduct my study, I am going to focus on one shift since the 

same logic can be applied later on to the other ones.  

 The shift I am going to work on is the 5 p.m. one with a total of 18 stops, each 

with different demand. Originally, it had more than 18 stops but since some of them 

are not very specific, and since I couldn’t find their coordinates, I decided to work 

with the more accurate locations. The coordinates used are in longitude and latitude, 

and for efficiency purposes, I generated them using the Bings Maps tool that is 

available for free in the Apps for Office tools in Excel and that only needs to be 

installed using a Microsoft Office account.  
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Shift 17H00 
  Depot (Virmousil Maroc) 

 
35.7203120 -5.9206340 

Station Demand per station Latitude Longitude 
AHLAN 1 35.739811 -5.839599 
AL IRFAN 6 35.735212 -5.879596 
ASWAK ESSALAM ZYATEN 1 35.738626 -5.873669 
BEN DIBAN 3 35.754001 -5.824116 
BENI MAKADA CINE TARIK 3 35.753916 -5.809254 
BENI MAKADA PH RIF 1 35.7591954 -5.847911 
BOUKHALEF 3 35.7359144 -5.9258994 
DAR MOUIGNA 1 35.750991 -5.82757 
DOHA VAL FLEURI 1 35.765434 -5.832548 
DRADEB 1 35.751059 -5.8627424 
DRISIYA 1 35.7656173 -5.8675222 
Drissiya 1 35.7820953 -5.842395 
ENNAJMA 1 35.7538851 -5.8350188 
Gzenaya Stop 1 35.7595297 -5.8690597 
IBERYA 1 35.7865563 -5.8657091 
JAMAI BP (banque populaire) 1 35.776366 -5.8218403 
KASABARATA 1 35.765502 -5.823849 
PLACE A TORO 1 35.7647026 -5.8662061 
Total number of stations 29 

  Figure 3: Coordinates and demand per station 

 

The company has vehicles with a capacity of 19 people. Since in this case we 

have a total of 29 demands and since using one vehicle is not an efficient way for an 

optimal time and routing, it is necessary to use two vehicles. The question now is how 

to split stations between the two vehicles. The analysis that can be followed in order 

to do so is a cluster analysis. The main objective of clustering is grouping a set of data 

based on information that describes it. The result is a set of groups, relatively different 

from each other, where the group elements are sort of related or similar to one another 

[9] In this case the clustering will be based on the distances between the stations  
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Figure 4: The logic of Clustering  

 

In order to perform the clustering analysis there are many tools that can be 

used such as Matlab and Statica. However, since I don’t have a big number of 

stations, I will perform the clustering manually using distances and locations in map. 

In other cases it would be necessary to use software, and I would recommend Statica 

since it is a more user friendly and simple software to use.  

After conducting the clustering to get two clusters, the first group will include 

the following stations: Ahlan, Ben diban, Beni Makada, Boukhalef, Dar Mouigna, 

Dradeb, and Ennajma. The second group will cover the following stations: Al irfan, 

Aswak Essalam, Beni Makada ph, DRISIYA, Drissiya, Doha Val fleuri, Gzenaya 

stop, Iberya, Jamai Bp, Kasabarata and Place a Toro. Since our depot here is the 

company, both vehicles will have to start and go back to it.  

In the future section, I am going to try to use and compare different tools in 

order to get an optimal route for the given data of the company. 
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4.2. Applications  

4.2.1 Google Maps 

 

When my supervisor described the project and asked me to use MATLAB to 

solve it, my first concern was why just use Google maps. Since I always use it to get 

to a destination, I just assumed that it can be applied to our problem but it appeared I 

was completely wrong.  

When I tried to plug the different addresses of the second cluster group to 

Google Maps, I couldn’t exceed 10 stations. Therefore, the first issue is that it can 

only handle up to 10 stations. For this reason, I decided to use the first group to see if 

it gives the optimal solution for less than 10 stations. After getting the total distance 

and getting detailed directives about the route to follow, I thought that it was the right 

solution. However, I noticed that the order of stations of the optimal solution was the 

same as the one I entered, this might have been a coincidence, but I decided to try 

different orders and see if I get the same result. After doing so, and as you can see in 

the screenshots below, it was not the case.  

Using the first order, the optimal route has a total length of 41.5 km while the 

second order gives a route of 57.2 Km. This fact shows us the Google Maps doesn’t 

really generate an optimal route, the only thing it does is finding the shortest path 

between two consecutive stations without reconsidering the order. Therefore, what I 

can say is that it is not the best tool the company can use.  
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Figure 5: Route using Google Maps  

Figure 6: Route using Google Maps and a different order of the stations 
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4.2.2. MATLAB 

Matlab is a short name for Matrix Laboratory, for some people it is considered 

as software, or a tool, for others, it is more a language. Actually, it can be seen as both 

since when we talk about MATLAB as software we mean the tool we use as a user 

interface while the MATLAB language is the specific syntax implemented in the tool 

[10]. 

Matlab is a very powerful tool used by engineers, technicians and scientists. It 

contains many pre-defined functions that enable numerical computations, data 

processing, visualization, curves plotting, and also systems and algorithms resolution. 

It is also possible for the user to create his own function. Moreover, Matlab can be 

used in most of the common platforms: Mac Os, Window, and Linux, thing that 

makes it very flexible. As a result, the fields of application in Matlab are very varied 

and can go from image processing to automation and signal treatment [10].  

 All these reasons combined made me consider Matlab as a tool to solve our 

problem. There are many algorithms to approach the problem, however since I am an 

undergraduate student and I don’t have a lot of basics in the advanced algorithms, my 

supervisor asked me to start approaching the problem using linear programming, and 

the TSP case which is a special case of the vehicle routing problem. The first 

application was the optimization of the route of AUI van. I am not going to elaborate 

about this application since its purpose was only letting me get familiar with Matlab 

and the algorithm to use. This is why I am going to directly move to the application to 

the company in Tangier. It is important to note that in order to implement the code, it 

is necessary to perform clustering first since it can only generate the optimal tour for 

one vehicle. I tried to extend it to get the route for k vehicles, but since I am using as 
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required by my supervisor, Matlab couldn’t perform this task and it stopped working 

when I tried to do so.  

 

Steps of the Implementation process: 

In order to explain the process, I am going to use the first cluster group to find 

the optimal route for the first vehicle.  

 The first thing to do is declaring the number of stations we have. In our first 

cluster, we have 8 stations (including the depot). Next, it is necessary to get an 

appropriate matrix; in order to do so, zeros (Number_of_Stations, 1) gives as an 8 by 

1 matrix of zeros for both stations’ longitudes and latitudes. Then, it is necessary to 

enter the coordinates of our given stations that will be used to fill our matrices using a 

for loop. The screenshot below shows the code part of what I just described.  

 

The next step is plotting the stations in their appropriate location using the 

given coordinates. For accurate visualization, it is necessary to import the real map. In 

order to do so, I used ‘plot_google_map’ that uses a code written and saved in the 

same file as the main code that generates information from google map.  
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Moving forward, we need to determine the possible paths, what I mean by this 

is the possible ways of selecting 2 stations from the 8 given stations. Since this is a 

combination, we have: !!! = !!
!! !!! ! . With n=8 stations and k=2, we get 28 

possible combinations between 2 stations (1-2, 1-3, 1-4…) Next, the distance between 

all the possible paths is calculated using the hypot function as follows: 

Since our case is a mixed integer linear programming, and since we are trying 

to minimize the total distance/cost, there is a specific pre-defined function in Matlab 

that enables us to solve this kind of problems. This function is called intlinprog, and 

has the following format: 

 [x,fval,exitflag,output]= (f,intcon,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,options) [11] 

 The input arguments are:  

f: This is the coefficient vector that represents the objective function, in our 

case since we are trying to minimize total distance, the coefficient vector will be the 

Euclidean_distance vector  that we got from the previous step.  

Intcon: which is a vector of integers that indicates the integer-valued 

components of the decision variable.  
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A: It is a matrix that represents the linear inequality constraint. Since in my 

case I don’t want the total distance to exceed a certain total length, A is only going to 

be again, the Euclidiean_distance vector -: 0.0833, 0.1022, 0.1163. . .  

b: As stated before, we don’t want the total tour length to exceed a certain 

distance, so b is the distance limit that we don’t want to exceed. 

 Aeq: It represents equality constraints. Here we have two kinds of equality 

constraints: the first one states that it is necessary to have a specific number of trips, 

and the second makes sure that each station has a trip entering to eat and leaving from 

it, which means in other words that every single station should have two trips attached 

to it [11] 

lb and ub: These are vectors that add the binary constraint, which means that 

all decision variables should be binary, so lb is vector of Zeros and ub a vector of 

ones.  

 The code fragment below shows the setting of the constraints and the use of 

the intlinprog function. 

 

The output arguments are: 
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x_tsp : It returns the vector of decision variables that minimizes the main 

objective while considering all the imposed constraints. In our case the decision 

variables are wether to take or not a specific route. 

fval: which is the objective value that we get using the decision variables 

generated by the intlinprog function. 

Exitflag: returns the reason why the algorithm stopped in case it happens. 

Moving forward, there is another very important point to consider while 

programming which are the subtours eliminations. When I run the program the first 

time, the result I got was a set of non-linked tours. In order to avoid this, it is 

necessary to add a part in the code to eliminate the subtours. You can see in the 

appendix in the code part, the section where the subtours are eliminated. 

 The image below shows the optimal route that I got for the first cluster of 

Virmousil. 

 

Figure 7: Optimal route Using Matlab 
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Since I used longitude and latitude as coordinates. The calculated distance is 

Euclidean. In order for me to know the distance in Kms to compare it with the optimal 

tour length generated by the other tools, I simple multiplied the decision variables 

vector with the distance vector. The fragment code below shows this step (since the 

distance vector is long it doesn’t totally appear): 

 

The total length of the optimal route generated is: 39.6110 with the following 

route in order: Depot (Vermousil) - Ahlan - Ennajma - Beni Makada cine tariq- 

Bendiban- Boukhalef- Dradeb- Dar Mouigna. 
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4.2.3. Excel   

Excel is a very powerful tool that is very underestimated by engineers; it is 

usually used by business people to perform quantitative analysis that has small to 

medium scales. The reason I chose it to solve the problem is mainly its practicality; 

solving such problematic for a small to medium scale company using Excel is not 

only very accessible, but it also requires less time than developing a software using 

coding and other tools. Moreover, even is it has limits, it is also very flexible and user 

friendly.  

Excel offers many powerful Adds-in and Macros such as VBA (visual Basic 

for Applications). It is considered as a programming language that any engineer with 

a basic knowledge in programming can use. It is with no doubt not as efficient as C++ 

or other programming languages, but it is still very useful.  

Another powerful tool that can be used in Excel is Bings Maps. As stated 

before, it is possible to find an address using Excel in some clicks; this GIS enables it 

and has much more functions. The ones that can be used in our case are: Directions; 

which is the function that returns not only the driving time and distance between two 

stations but also the directions. There is also Geocoding, which is the function that 

takes as input the address and converts it to the corresponding longitude/Latitude 

values. Moreover, there is a function that returns the location of addresses as an image 

file and that is called Static maps. In order to use Brings it is necessary to download it 

using a Microsoft Office Account, and to get a free key after creating a personal 

account on its website [12]. 
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With these tools, it is possible to implement a macro or add-ins to solve the 

vehicle routing problem. When I started the literature review about this in order to 

implement it, I found out that someone already thought about it and implemented a 

VRP spreadsheet solver that is available for free. The developer is Gunes Erdogan for 

University of Bath, with a research interest in exact and approximate combinatorial 

optimization algorithms [13]. The spreadsheet is available online and can be 

download and can be used in a very simple way, so I thought it would be a lost of 

time and energy to try to implement it while it already exists. Therefore, I decided to 

learn how to use it and see what are its strengths and weaknesses. The question now 

is: how can we use it in order to solve our case? 

After opening the spreadsheet, the first thing to do is filling the console that 

you can see below.   

Components	 Parameter	 Value	
0.GIS	License	 Bing	Maps	Key	 As0XT1pcbk0OGRo2LwRTG5N40EneEGDLtaYlbibxZVqmA8h1KObaGipLXK-NF54K	

	
		 		

1.Locations	 Number	of	depots	 1	

	
Number	of	stations	 18	

	
		 		

2.Distances	 Duration	and	Distance	computations	 Bing	Maps	driving	distances	(km)	

	
Route	type	generated	from	Bing	Maps	 Fastest	-	Real	Time	Traffic	

	
Average	vehicle	speed	 70	

	
		 		

3.Vehicles	 Number	of	vehicle	types	 1	

	
		 		

4.Solution	
Should	vehicles	return	to	Vermousil	(The	
depot)?		 Yes	

	
Type	of	the	time	window	 Soft	

	
Are	there	any	Backhauls?	 No	

	
		 		

5.Visualization	 Visualization	tool		 Bing	Maps	

	
Labels	of	location	 Location	IDs	

	
		 		

6.Solver	 Do	we	consider	a	warm	start?	 Yes	
		 Display	progress	on	the	status	bar?	 No	
		 Time	limit	of	the	CPU	in	seconds	 60	

Figure 8: Console of the VRP solver 
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This console enables the user to input the major parameters of his problem. 

The first component is the Bings Map Key. As stated before, anyone can get it for 

free after creating a personal account. The second parameter is the locations; here the 

input is the number of depots and stations. Since I am considering the 5 p.m. shift, the 

number of stations I have is 18. Then, it is necessary to define how we want the 

duration and distances to be computed. There are many possible options that vary 

from the Euclidian distances to bird’s flight distances. Since we want realistic values, 

I selected the Bing Maps driving distances in Km. As for the Route type; I selected 

the fastest while considering real time traffic option. Next, since we don’t have an 

HVRP (heterogeneous VRP) , the number of vehicle types is one. The fifth parameter 

is the solution one: we want the vehicles to return to Vermousil (depot), and since I 

am not concerned about time window constraints, I selected the soft option. In our 

case we are also not concerned about backhauls since they exist in pickup ad delivery 

cases that is not ours. Furthermore, we can also specify how we want to visualize our 

solution and how we want the stations and depot to be represented. Last but not least, 

the solver parameters also need to be specified such as the option of displaying or not 

the progress on the status bar, which is highly not recommended since it can take 

some of the CPU time used to solve the problem [14]. 
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The following step is opening the Setup Locations Worksheet in order to fill 

more details about the locations information. The figures below show the names, 

addresses, latitude and longitude of every location, demand per station, and profit. 

The latitude and longitude are generated using Bing Maps, the demand per station is 

provided by the company, and I estimated the profit per station based on my personal 

experience. The average of transportation services is 500 MAD per month. If we take 

this amount and divide it by the number of working days per month, it will give 25 

MAD per person. There is no need to fill the other parameters: start and end time of 

time windows, duration of service… because we are not concerned about them in our  

case [14]. 

Figure 9: Information about the stations to be served 

 

 

Location	ID	 Name	of	the	station	 Address	of	the	station		 Latitude	(y)	 Longitude	(x)	

0	 Depot	 Virmousil	Maroc		 35.7203120	 -5.9206340	
1	 AHLAN	 AHLAN	 35.7398110	 -5.8395990	
2	 AL	IRFAN	 AL	IRFAN	 35.7352120	 -5.8795960	
3	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 35.7386260	 -5.8736690	
4	 BEN	DIBAN	 BEN	DIBAN	 35.7540010	 -5.8241160	
5	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 35.7539160	 -5.8092540	
6	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 35.7591954	 -5.8479110	
7	 BOUKHALEF	 BOUKHALEF	 35.7359144	 -5.9258994	
8	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 35.7509910	 -5.8275700	
9	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 35.7654340	 -5.8325480	

10	 DRADEB	 DRADEB	 35.7510590	 -5.8627424	
11	 DRISIYA	 DRISIYA	 35.7656173	 -5.8675222	
12	 Drissiya		 Drissiya		 35.7820953	 -5.8423950	
13	 ENNAJMA	 ENNAJMA	 35.7538851	 -5.8350188	
14	 Gzenaya	Stop	 Gzenaya	Stop	 35.7595297	 -5.8690597	
15	 IBERYA	 IBERYA	 35.7865563	 -5.8657091	

16	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	
populaire)	

JAMAI	BP	(banque	
populaire)	 35.7763660	 -5.8218403	

17	 KASABARATA	 KASABARATA	 35.7655020	 -5.8238490	
18	 PLACE	A	TORO	 PLACE	A	TORO	 35.7647026	 -5.8662061	
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Start	of	
TW	

End	of	
TW	

Necessary	to	
visit?	

Duration	of	
the	service	

Demand	
per	

station	
Amount	of	
Delivery	 Profit	

00:00	 23:59	
Starting	
location	 0:00	 0	 0	 0	

00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 6	 0	 150	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 3	 0	 75	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 3	 0	 75	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 3	 0	 75	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	
00:00	 23:59	 Must	be	visited	 0:00	 1	 0	 25	

Figure 10: Continuity of the previous Table 

The next step is about generating the distances and durations worksheet, here 

again the tool used is bing maps and the resulting table can be found in the Appendix 

since it is very long. Moving forward, it is necessary to fill in information about the 

vehicle used: Type, capacity, costs, and distance limit (which is my main concern)… 

Depot		

Type	of	
the	
Vehicle	 Capacity	 Fixed	cost	per	trip	 Cost	per	Km	

Limit	of	
the	
distance	 Number	of	vehicles	

Vermousil	 T1	 19	 75.00	 0.13	 50.00	 2	
 

Limit	of	the	
distance	 Work	start	time	 Driving	time	limit	 Working	time	limit	 Return	to	depot?	

50.00	 17:00	 1:20	 17:40	 Depot	
Figure 11: Information about used vehicles  

 Moving forward, the next step is to generate the solution. The only thing that 

needs to be done here is executing the VRP solver. The solution gives a route for 
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every given vehicle. It also provides the distance travelled (in km), driving time, 

arrival time, departure time, profit, and load for every step of the route. The two tables 

below show the generated route by the solver for both vehicles. 

 

Stations	 Station	name	

Distance	
travelled	
(in	Km)	

Driving	
time	

Arrival	
time	

Departure	
time		

Working	
time	 Profit	

	
Load	

0	 Depot	 0.00	 0:00	 		 17:00	 0:00	 0	 0	
1	 AL	IRFAN	 5.40	 0:09	 17:09	 17:09	 0:09	 150	 6	

2	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		
ZYATEN	 6.74	 0:12	 17:12	 17:12	 0:12	 175	 7	

3	 Gzenaya	Stop	 10.26	 0:21	 17:21	 17:21	 0:21	 200	 8	
4	 DRISIYA	 11.93	 0:25	 17:25	 17:25	 0:25	 225	 9	
5	 PLACE	A	TORO	 13.57	 0:30	 17:30	 17:30	 0:30	 250	 10	
6	 IBERYA	 17.66	 0:38	 17:38	 17:38	 0:38	 275	 11	
7	 Drissiya		 21.59	 0:44	 17:44	 17:44	 0:44	 300	 12	

8	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	
populaire)	 24.32	 0:49	 17:49	 17:49	 0:49	 325	 13	

9	 KASABARATA	 25.89	 0:52	 17:52	 17:52	 0:52	 350	 14	
10	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 26.87	 0:55	 17:55	 17:55	 0:55	 375	 15	
11	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 28.83	 0:59	 17:59	 17:59	 0:59	 400	 16	
12	 Depot	 38.46	 1:15	 18:15	 		 1:15	 400	 		

Figure 12: Solution for the first vehicle 

 

Station	 Station	name	
Distance	
travelled	

Driving	
time	

Arrival	
time	

Departure	
time	

Working	
time	 Profit	 Load	

0	 Depot	 0.00	 0:00	 		 17:00	 0:00	 0	 0	
1	 AHLAN	 9.20	 0:15	 17:15	 17:15	 0:15	 25	 1	
2	 BEN	DIBAN	 12.12	 0:22	 17:22	 17:22	 0:22	 100	 4	

3	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	
TARIK	 13.93	 0:27	 17:27	 17:27	 0:27	 175	 7	

4	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 15.98	 0:32	 17:32	 17:32	 0:32	 200	 8	
5	 ENNAJMA	 16.83	 0:34	 17:34	 17:34	 0:34	 225	 9	
6	 DRADEB	 19.91	 0:41	 17:41	 17:41	 0:41	 250	 10	
7	 BOUKHALEF	 30.76	 1:00	 18:00	 18:00	 1:00	 325	 13	
8	 Depot	 39.01	 1:14	 18:14	 		 1:14	 325	 		

Figure 13: Solution for the second vehicle  
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The solver also generates the total net profit base on the costs and profit 

generated by visiting every single station. Since I don’t have details about this, I am 

not going to elaborate more about the costs.  

 Last but not least, the visualization step. As we can see in the image below, we 

can guess information about the steps, and have a general idea about the route; 

however, it is not very useful since we can’t see details about the path to follow 

(streets…)  

Figure 14: Visualization of the solutions 

 

The question now is: how accurate is this solution? In order to answer it, I 

started looking for another tool to compare both solutions, and see what is the most 

optimal and efficient tool.  
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4.2.4. Gebweb: Optimap tool.  

When I was looking for an alternative to see how accurate are the last results, 

one of the options was implementing one of the meta-heuristic algorithms in Matlab. 

However, I could find another available tool that implements one of the heuristics 

methods to solve the problem, and I decided to opt for it.  

This tool is called Optimap and is available in Gebweb.net. On the contrary of 

Google maps, it enables to find the optimal route (with the best order) of more than 

two stations. The geographical data is imported from Google maps so the accuracy of 

the result depends on how accurate are the locations generated by Google maps.   

For less than 10 stops, all the possible orderings are tried, so the solution is 

very accurate and optimal. However, if more than 10 are entered, the tool uses a 

heuristic algorithm called Ant Colony Optimization (I introduced this algorithm 

before). Since it is a heuristic, the solution is not guaranteed to be optimal, however, it 

is usually very close to the optimal one [15]. 

Optimap is very useful and practical. It offers the possibility to choose travel 

options, edit route, and calculate fastest round trip and A-Z trip. There is also the 

possibility to calculate in order of the entered stations and to edit route if needed. 

What I think is the most practical side of this tool is the fact that it gives you details 

about the optimal route. As you will see later on, it gives the detailed direction 

between every two stops. Moreover, the visualization is also very clear since it uses 

Google maps.    

Using the clustering that I got previously, I could get the optimal route for 

both vehicles. The figures below show the results.  
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Figure 15: First vehicle route using Optimap 

            Figure 16: Second vehicle route using Optimap 
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Figure 17: Itinerary for both vehicles 

As stated before, Optimap doesn’t only give the order of stops for the optimal 

tour, but it also gives detailed directives to follow between each two stations. The 

figure below shows route details between Addoha val fleuri station and Casabarata 

station. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Detailed route between two stations 
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Now that we got an optimal route using Optimap, the next step is to find out 

which one is the most optimal one, and decide which one to opt for depending on the 

situation. The next section will contain an assessment of the different tools, and a 

comparison between the different solutions. 

5. Results and Conclusion 

In order to assess and compare the different tools, I decided to consider only one 

one generated optimal route of one vehicle. The table below shows some of the 

weakness and strengths of each different tool: 

 Google 
Maps  

Matlab  Excel  Optimap 

Total length of 
optimal Route  (in 
Km) 

41.5 39.611 39.01 38 

Visualization ++ - - ++ 
Detailed Routing + - - ++ 
Flexibility  - + + - 
Practicality  - + ++ + 
Is it a great tool for 
Virmousil? 

- + ++ ++ 

Figure 19: Assessment of different used tools 

 

 The first thing that can be noticed is that the total length of optimal routes 

generated is not significantly different from one tool to another. However, as stated 

before, as soon as the order of the input is changed in Google maps, we get a different 

optimal route that can be highly different from possible optimal routes. This is 

because what Google maps do is just find the shortest path between two points and 

not a general optimal route. For this reason, even if it has a great visualization and 

detailed routing, it does not constitute a great tool to use. Moving to the three other 

tools, we can no conclude which one is the best based on the table only. There many 
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other factors that should be taken into consideration such as whether it is possible to 

include constraints or not, the maximum number of customers that can be handled… 

 To conclude, I personally think that Excel is a great tool that the company can 

use to define its optimal routes since it is very user friendly and flexible, it contains 

the possibility of considering various constraints, and it can also handle a great 

number of stations. Moreover, it doesn’t need any previous step to be performed such 

as clustering. Since it doesn’t give a detailed routing and itinerary, it is possible to 

input the generated optimal route in Optimap for a clear view and understanding of 

the path to follow. 

6. Future Work  

There are many things that can be done in order to improve and develop this 

work. The first thing is applying the same logic to all the given shifts of Virmousil. 

Moreover, since I didn’t have access to data related to induced costs and income, it is 

going to be very beneficial to conduct a cost study in order to see how much the 

company would save if it opts for each of the suggested optimal routes. 

Concerning the tools that were used, I would recommend extending the use by 

implementing a VRP algorithm using more powerful tools such as C++ and Java. 

Besides, it is also possible to deepen the use of Excel by modifying some parameters 

and functions using visual basic and Matlab by implementing meta-heuristics 

algorithms such as simulated annealing or tabu search  

Last but not least, while conducting the literature review for my research, I 

discovered that there are many available tools on the Internet that enables getting 

optimal vehicle routes. However, I haven’t tried any to see if they are accurate or if 

some constraints can be added since most of them are payable. Therefore, this is 

another tool that can also be considered in the future. 
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APPENDIX: 
 

Complete code Matlab Code: 
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Distances generates by Excel: 
 

Origin	 Destination		
Distance	of	the	
trip		

Duration	of	the	
trip	

Depot	 Depot	 0.00	 0:00	
Depot	 AHLAN	 9.20	 0:15	
Depot	 AL	IRFAN	 5.40	 0:09	
Depot	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.74	 0:12	
Depot	 BEN	DIBAN	 11.25	 0:19	
Depot	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 14.00	 0:22	
Depot	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 9.72	 0:17	
Depot	 BOUKHALEF	 8.39	 0:14	
Depot	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 10.51	 0:17	
Depot	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 11.11	 0:19	
Depot	 DRADEB	 8.32	 0:16	
Depot	 DRISIYA	 11.15	 0:17	
Depot	 Drissiya		 14.34	 0:24	
Depot	 ENNAJMA	 10.16	 0:16	
Depot	 Gzenaya	Stop	 9.67	 0:15	
Depot	 IBERYA	 13.88	 0:23	
Depot	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 14.25	 0:22	
Depot	 KASABARATA	 12.27	 0:19	
Depot	 PLACE	A	TORO	 10.68	 0:17	
AHLAN	 Depot	 10.39	 0:16	
AHLAN	 AHLAN	 0.00	 0:00	
AHLAN	 AL	IRFAN	 6.69	 0:10	
AHLAN	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.57	 0:11	
AHLAN	 BEN	DIBAN	 2.92	 0:07	
AHLAN	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 6.28	 0:11	
AHLAN	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.34	 0:08	
AHLAN	 BOUKHALEF	 14.82	 0:24	
AHLAN	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 2.18	 0:05	
AHLAN	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 4.23	 0:08	
AHLAN	 DRADEB	 3.73	 0:08	
AHLAN	 DRISIYA	 5.69	 0:12	
AHLAN	 Drissiya		 7.96	 0:14	
AHLAN	 ENNAJMA	 2.44	 0:05	
AHLAN	 Gzenaya	Stop	 5.26	 0:11	
AHLAN	 IBERYA	 7.49	 0:13	
AHLAN	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 6.54	 0:11	
AHLAN	 KASABARATA	 4.56	 0:08	
AHLAN	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.84	 0:11	
AL	IRFAN	 Depot	 6.49	 0:10	
AL	IRFAN	 AHLAN	 5.18	 0:08	
AL	IRFAN	 AL	IRFAN	 0.00	 0:00	
AL	IRFAN	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 1.34	 0:03	
AL	IRFAN	 BEN	DIBAN	 7.24	 0:11	
AL	IRFAN	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 9.98	 0:15	
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AL	IRFAN	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 4.32	 0:08	
AL	IRFAN	 BOUKHALEF	 9.59	 0:15	
AL	IRFAN	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 6.49	 0:10	
AL	IRFAN	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 5.71	 0:10	
AL	IRFAN	 DRADEB	 2.92	 0:07	
AL	IRFAN	 DRISIYA	 5.76	 0:08	
AL	IRFAN	 Drissiya		 8.95	 0:14	
AL	IRFAN	 ENNAJMA	 6.14	 0:09	
AL	IRFAN	 Gzenaya	Stop	 4.27	 0:06	
AL	IRFAN	 IBERYA	 8.48	 0:14	
AL	IRFAN	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 7.80	 0:13	
AL	IRFAN	 KASABARATA	 6.60	 0:11	
AL	IRFAN	 PLACE	A	TORO	 5.28	 0:08	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 Depot	 6.90	 0:14	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 AHLAN	 4.58	 0:09	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 AL	IRFAN	 1.91	 0:07	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 0.00	 0:00	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 BEN	DIBAN	 5.98	 0:12	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 8.72	 0:16	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.62	 0:08	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 BOUKHALEF	 10.00	 0:20	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 5.23	 0:10	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 5.01	 0:10	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 DRADEB	 2.21	 0:07	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 DRISIYA	 5.01	 0:11	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 Drissiya		 8.24	 0:15	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 ENNAJMA	 4.60	 0:10	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 Gzenaya	Stop	 3.52	 0:09	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 IBERYA	 7.77	 0:14	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 7.10	 0:13	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 KASABARATA	 5.90	 0:11	
ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.53	 0:11	
BEN	DIBAN	 Depot	 11.44	 0:19	
BEN	DIBAN	 AHLAN	 3.18	 0:07	
BEN	DIBAN	 AL	IRFAN	 7.73	 0:12	
BEN	DIBAN	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 7.62	 0:14	
BEN	DIBAN	 BEN	DIBAN	 0.00	 0:00	
BEN	DIBAN	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 1.81	 0:05	
BEN	DIBAN	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.05	 0:07	
BEN	DIBAN	 BOUKHALEF	 15.86	 0:26	
BEN	DIBAN	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 0.84	 0:03	
BEN	DIBAN	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 1.95	 0:06	
BEN	DIBAN	 DRADEB	 4.75	 0:11	
BEN	DIBAN	 DRISIYA	 6.71	 0:14	
BEN	DIBAN	 Drissiya		 6.26	 0:12	
BEN	DIBAN	 ENNAJMA	 1.77	 0:04	
BEN	DIBAN	 Gzenaya	Stop	 6.28	 0:13	
BEN	DIBAN	 IBERYA	 7.47	 0:15	
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BEN	DIBAN	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 3.38	 0:07	
BEN	DIBAN	 KASABARATA	 1.55	 0:04	
BEN	DIBAN	 PLACE	A	TORO	 5.86	 0:14	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 Depot	 13.89	 0:22	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 AHLAN	 4.19	 0:09	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 AL	IRFAN	 10.19	 0:16	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 10.07	 0:17	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 BEN	DIBAN	 1.68	 0:04	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 0.00	 0:00	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 5.22	 0:10	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 BOUKHALEF	 18.32	 0:29	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 2.05	 0:05	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 4.12	 0:08	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 DRADEB	 6.91	 0:14	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 DRISIYA	 8.87	 0:17	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 Drissiya		 6.11	 0:12	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 ENNAJMA	 4.22	 0:08	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 Gzenaya	Stop	 8.44	 0:16	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 IBERYA	 8.95	 0:17	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 3.22	 0:07	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 KASABARATA	 2.64	 0:06	
BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 PLACE	A	TORO	 8.02	 0:16	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 Depot	 9.64	 0:16	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 AHLAN	 3.35	 0:07	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 AL	IRFAN	 4.64	 0:09	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 4.57	 0:09	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 BEN	DIBAN	 3.25	 0:08	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 5.59	 0:11	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 0.00	 0:00	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 BOUKHALEF	 12.73	 0:22	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 2.61	 0:06	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 2.14	 0:05	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 DRADEB	 2.14	 0:06	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 DRISIYA	 3.42	 0:09	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 Drissiya		 5.72	 0:10	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 ENNAJMA	 1.77	 0:04	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 Gzenaya	Stop	 2.99	 0:08	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 IBERYA	 5.25	 0:09	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 4.22	 0:08	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 KASABARATA	 3.03	 0:06	
BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 PLACE	A	TORO	 3.91	 0:08	
BOUKHALEF	 Depot	 8.25	 0:14	
BOUKHALEF	 AHLAN	 13.70	 0:22	
BOUKHALEF	 AL	IRFAN	 9.93	 0:17	
BOUKHALEF	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 9.86	 0:17	
BOUKHALEF	 BEN	DIBAN	 15.76	 0:25	
BOUKHALEF	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 18.50	 0:29	
BOUKHALEF	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 12.84	 0:22	
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BOUKHALEF	 BOUKHALEF	 0.00	 0:00	
BOUKHALEF	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 15.01	 0:23	
BOUKHALEF	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 14.23	 0:24	
BOUKHALEF	 DRADEB	 10.97	 0:19	
BOUKHALEF	 DRISIYA	 12.26	 0:20	
BOUKHALEF	 Drissiya		 15.87	 0:26	
BOUKHALEF	 ENNAJMA	 14.66	 0:23	
BOUKHALEF	 Gzenaya	Stop	 10.77	 0:18	
BOUKHALEF	 IBERYA	 15.11	 0:22	
BOUKHALEF	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 16.32	 0:27	
BOUKHALEF	 KASABARATA	 15.12	 0:25	
BOUKHALEF	 PLACE	A	TORO	 11.79	 0:20	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 Depot	 10.55	 0:17	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 AHLAN	 2.24	 0:04	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 AL	IRFAN	 6.84	 0:11	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.73	 0:12	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 BEN	DIBAN	 0.84	 0:03	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 2.13	 0:06	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 2.47	 0:06	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 BOUKHALEF	 14.98	 0:24	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 0.00	 0:00	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 2.68	 0:06	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 DRADEB	 3.86	 0:09	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 DRISIYA	 5.82	 0:12	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 Drissiya		 7.00	 0:13	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 ENNAJMA	 0.86	 0:02	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 Gzenaya	Stop	 5.39	 0:12	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 IBERYA	 7.63	 0:14	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 4.11	 0:08	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 KASABARATA	 2.29	 0:05	
DAR	MOUIGNA	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.97	 0:12	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 Depot	 11.15	 0:18	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 AHLAN	 4.86	 0:09	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 AL	IRFAN	 6.16	 0:11	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.09	 0:11	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 BEN	DIBAN	 2.25	 0:06	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 3.51	 0:08	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 1.96	 0:04	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 BOUKHALEF	 14.25	 0:23	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 2.92	 0:06	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 0.00	 0:00	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 DRADEB	 3.65	 0:07	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 DRISIYA	 5.61	 0:11	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 Drissiya		 4.15	 0:08	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 ENNAJMA	 2.65	 0:05	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 Gzenaya	Stop	 5.18	 0:10	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 IBERYA	 6.38	 0:11	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 2.57	 0:05	
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DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 KASABARATA	 0.97	 0:03	
DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.76	 0:10	
DRADEB	 Depot	 8.35	 0:15	
DRADEB	 AHLAN	 3.90	 0:08	
DRADEB	 AL	IRFAN	 3.35	 0:08	
DRADEB	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 3.28	 0:08	
DRADEB	 BEN	DIBAN	 4.62	 0:09	
DRADEB	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 7.37	 0:13	
DRADEB	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 2.26	 0:06	
DRADEB	 BOUKHALEF	 10.84	 0:19	
DRADEB	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 3.88	 0:08	
DRADEB	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 3.65	 0:07	
DRADEB	 DRADEB	 0.00	 0:00	
DRADEB	 DRISIYA	 3.14	 0:06	
DRADEB	 Drissiya		 5.73	 0:12	
DRADEB	 ENNAJMA	 3.25	 0:07	
DRADEB	 Gzenaya	Stop	 1.66	 0:04	
DRADEB	 IBERYA	 6.32	 0:10	
DRADEB	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 5.72	 0:11	
DRADEB	 KASABARATA	 4.54	 0:09	
DRADEB	 PLACE	A	TORO	 2.67	 0:05	
DRISIYA	 Depot	 11.09	 0:18	
DRISIYA	 AHLAN	 5.68	 0:12	
DRISIYA	 AL	IRFAN	 6.10	 0:11	
DRISIYA	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.03	 0:11	
DRISIYA	 BEN	DIBAN	 6.62	 0:14	
DRISIYA	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 9.36	 0:17	
DRISIYA	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 4.26	 0:10	
DRISIYA	 BOUKHALEF	 12.26	 0:20	
DRISIYA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 5.87	 0:12	
DRISIYA	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 5.65	 0:12	
DRISIYA	 DRADEB	 3.38	 0:07	
DRISIYA	 DRISIYA	 0.00	 0:00	
DRISIYA	 Drissiya		 5.72	 0:10	
DRISIYA	 ENNAJMA	 5.24	 0:11	
DRISIYA	 Gzenaya	Stop	 1.68	 0:04	
DRISIYA	 IBERYA	 5.29	 0:10	
DRISIYA	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 6.98	 0:13	
DRISIYA	 KASABARATA	 6.54	 0:13	
DRISIYA	 PLACE	A	TORO	 1.64	 0:05	
Drissiya		 Depot	 13.58	 0:22	
Drissiya		 AHLAN	 7.29	 0:13	
Drissiya		 AL	IRFAN	 8.59	 0:15	
Drissiya		 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 8.52	 0:15	
Drissiya		 BEN	DIBAN	 5.08	 0:11	
Drissiya		 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 6.14	 0:13	
Drissiya		 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.95	 0:07	
Drissiya		 BOUKHALEF	 15.15	 0:25	
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Drissiya		 DAR	MOUIGNA	 5.28	 0:10	
Drissiya		 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 3.28	 0:06	
Drissiya		 DRADEB	 5.59	 0:10	
Drissiya		 DRISIYA	 5.00	 0:09	
Drissiya		 Drissiya		 0.00	 0:00	
Drissiya		 ENNAJMA	 5.01	 0:09	
Drissiya		 Gzenaya	Stop	 4.57	 0:08	
Drissiya		 IBERYA	 3.58	 0:06	
Drissiya		 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 2.72	 0:05	
Drissiya		 KASABARATA	 3.31	 0:07	
Drissiya		 PLACE	A	TORO	 3.84	 0:08	
ENNAJMA	 Depot	 10.19	 0:16	
ENNAJMA	 AHLAN	 2.47	 0:06	
ENNAJMA	 AL	IRFAN	 6.48	 0:10	
ENNAJMA	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 5.52	 0:10	
ENNAJMA	 BEN	DIBAN	 1.85	 0:04	
ENNAJMA	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 4.45	 0:08	
ENNAJMA	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 1.62	 0:04	
ENNAJMA	 BOUKHALEF	 13.67	 0:23	
ENNAJMA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 1.00	 0:03	
ENNAJMA	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 2.17	 0:05	
ENNAJMA	 DRADEB	 3.08	 0:07	
ENNAJMA	 DRISIYA	 5.04	 0:10	
ENNAJMA	 Drissiya		 5.65	 0:11	
ENNAJMA	 ENNAJMA	 0.00	 0:00	
ENNAJMA	 Gzenaya	Stop	 4.61	 0:09	
ENNAJMA	 IBERYA	 6.57	 0:11	
ENNAJMA	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 4.71	 0:08	
ENNAJMA	 KASABARATA	 2.73	 0:04	
ENNAJMA	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.19	 0:10	
Gzenaya	Stop	 Depot	 9.61	 0:15	
Gzenaya	Stop	 AHLAN	 5.48	 0:10	
Gzenaya	Stop	 AL	IRFAN	 4.61	 0:08	
Gzenaya	Stop	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 4.54	 0:08	
Gzenaya	Stop	 BEN	DIBAN	 6.19	 0:12	
Gzenaya	Stop	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 8.93	 0:16	
Gzenaya	Stop	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.83	 0:08	
Gzenaya	Stop	 BOUKHALEF	 10.77	 0:17	
Gzenaya	Stop	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 5.44	 0:10	
Gzenaya	Stop	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 5.22	 0:10	
Gzenaya	Stop	 DRADEB	 1.89	 0:04	
Gzenaya	Stop	 DRISIYA	 1.68	 0:04	
Gzenaya	Stop	 Drissiya		 5.29	 0:09	
Gzenaya	Stop	 ENNAJMA	 4.81	 0:10	
Gzenaya	Stop	 Gzenaya	Stop	 0.00	 0:00	
Gzenaya	Stop	 IBERYA	 4.82	 0:08	
Gzenaya	Stop	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 6.57	 0:12	
Gzenaya	Stop	 KASABARATA	 6.11	 0:12	
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Gzenaya	Stop	 PLACE	A	TORO	 1.20	 0:03	
IBERYA	 Depot	 13.85	 0:24	
IBERYA	 AHLAN	 7.57	 0:15	
IBERYA	 AL	IRFAN	 8.86	 0:16	
IBERYA	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 8.79	 0:17	
IBERYA	 BEN	DIBAN	 8.60	 0:15	
IBERYA	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 9.67	 0:17	
IBERYA	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 5.35	 0:11	
IBERYA	 BOUKHALEF	 15.11	 0:24	
IBERYA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 7.76	 0:14	
IBERYA	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 6.80	 0:11	
IBERYA	 DRADEB	 5.86	 0:12	
IBERYA	 DRISIYA	 5.27	 0:11	
IBERYA	 Drissiya		 3.94	 0:06	
IBERYA	 ENNAJMA	 7.13	 0:13	
IBERYA	 Gzenaya	Stop	 4.84	 0:10	
IBERYA	 IBERYA	 0.00	 0:00	
IBERYA	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 6.26	 0:10	
IBERYA	 KASABARATA	 6.84	 0:12	
IBERYA	 PLACE	A	TORO	 4.11	 0:10	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 Depot	 12.78	 0:21	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 AHLAN	 6.65	 0:11	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 AL	IRFAN	 7.79	 0:14	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 7.72	 0:14	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 BEN	DIBAN	 3.41	 0:07	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 3.48	 0:08	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.59	 0:07	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 BOUKHALEF	 15.88	 0:26	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 4.19	 0:08	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 1.92	 0:04	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 DRADEB	 5.27	 0:10	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 DRISIYA	 7.23	 0:14	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 Drissiya		 3.32	 0:06	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 ENNAJMA	 4.69	 0:07	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 Gzenaya	Stop	 6.81	 0:13	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 IBERYA	 6.29	 0:10	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 0.00	 0:00	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 KASABARATA	 1.57	 0:03	
JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 PLACE	A	TORO	 6.37	 0:13	
KASABARATA	 Depot	 12.21	 0:19	
KASABARATA	 AHLAN	 4.50	 0:09	
KASABARATA	 AL	IRFAN	 8.51	 0:13	
KASABARATA	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 6.93	 0:13	
KASABARATA	 BEN	DIBAN	 1.52	 0:04	
KASABARATA	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 2.92	 0:07	
KASABARATA	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 2.80	 0:06	
KASABARATA	 BOUKHALEF	 15.09	 0:25	
KASABARATA	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 2.30	 0:05	
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KASABARATA	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 0.98	 0:03	
KASABARATA	 DRADEB	 4.49	 0:09	
KASABARATA	 DRISIYA	 6.46	 0:13	
KASABARATA	 Drissiya		 3.48	 0:10	
KASABARATA	 ENNAJMA	 2.54	 0:05	
KASABARATA	 Gzenaya	Stop	 6.03	 0:12	
KASABARATA	 IBERYA	 6.92	 0:12	
KASABARATA	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 1.82	 0:04	
KASABARATA	 KASABARATA	 0.00	 0:00	
KASABARATA	 PLACE	A	TORO	 5.60	 0:12	
PLACE	A	TORO	 Depot	 10.62	 0:17	
PLACE	A	TORO	 AHLAN	 4.83	 0:11	
PLACE	A	TORO	 AL	IRFAN	 5.63	 0:10	
PLACE	A	TORO	 ASWAK	ESSALAM		ZYATEN	 5.56	 0:10	
PLACE	A	TORO	 BEN	DIBAN	 5.76	 0:12	
PLACE	A	TORO	 BENI	MAKADA	CINE	TARIK	 8.51	 0:16	
PLACE	A	TORO	 BENI	MAKADA	PH	RIF	 3.87	 0:08	
PLACE	A	TORO	 BOUKHALEF	 11.79	 0:19	
PLACE	A	TORO	 DAR	MOUIGNA	 5.02	 0:10	
PLACE	A	TORO	 DOHA	VAL	FLEURI	 4.79	 0:10	
PLACE	A	TORO	 DRADEB	 2.90	 0:06	
PLACE	A	TORO	 DRISIYA	 1.64	 0:04	
PLACE	A	TORO	 Drissiya		 4.56	 0:09	
PLACE	A	TORO	 ENNAJMA	 4.39	 0:10	
PLACE	A	TORO	 Gzenaya	Stop	 1.20	 0:03	
PLACE	A	TORO	 IBERYA	 4.09	 0:08	
PLACE	A	TORO	 JAMAI	BP	(banque	populaire)	 5.84	 0:11	
PLACE	A	TORO	 KASABARATA	 5.69	 0:12	
PLACE	A	TORO	 PLACE	A	TORO	 0.00	 0:00	

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


